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Abstract
Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) is one of Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
candidates for 5G, the fifth generation mobile network. Multiple overlapped blocks of
SCMA code are transmitted per frequency layer which compels the receiver to cancel
unwanted SCMA code blocks. Thanks to the sparsity of SCMA, Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) achieves near-optimal performance. Nevertheless, this process is timeconsuming and has a high degree of complexity even if Max-Log Algorithm is used.
The major contribution of this paper is to propose a new decoding scheme called
Hybrid Interference Cancellation (HIC) to reduce time processing without degrading a
target Bit Error Rate (BER). The HIC decodes and removes the strongest user, reducing
the complexity of Log Domain MPA decoding of remaining users, followed by a Low
Density Parity Code (LDPC) decoder. The interference cancellation decoder is either
a hard interference cancellation or a soft interference cancellation. The originality of
the paper is to calculate a threshold value based on power measurements to decide
whether hard decoder or soft decoder should be used to reach the BER target with a
lower complexity. Results show a significant reduction in terms of complexity as compared to the traditional MPA process for the same values of BER.
Keywords: SCMA, NOMA, 5G, MPA, IC, HIC-MPA, SIC, MUD, Soft and hard interference
cancellation

1 Introduction
1.1 Background

One of the key features of 5G is the support of massive connectivity [1]. SCMA is one
of the promising Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access technique that can simultaneously
support massive connectivity. In SCMA, multiple users share same frequency and
time resources by the use of sparse codes. This method results in a higher spectral efficiency of the system compared to traditional Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA) [2]
and improves transmission capacity. Codebooks design and receiver algorithms are the
main performance constraints in a SCMA system [3–5]. On the receiver side, Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) [6] is used to distinguish users information (Multi-User
Decoding, MUD [7]). SIC relies on Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) to achieve near
optimal performance.
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SIC has been implemented in [8–10]. However, it faces practical challenges, mainly
due to errors propagation and latency. When an error occurs in the first signal decoding, this error is carried forward to all remaining users to be decoded. Secondly users are
iteratively decoded which results in higher latency. Decoding performance and complexity also depend on the interference power level.
Based on iterative decoding, the challenges employing MPA are mainly due to computational complexity and latency.Several articles have proposed to overcome the challenges posed in MPA. Zhang et al. [11] demonstrates that complexity of MPA can be
reduced by computing the extrinsic information in log domain and shifting MPA to LogMPA. Ghaffari et al. [12] mentions that complexity and performance in terms of BER is
improved in Log-MPA in contrast to MPA. Similarly, problems faced by SIC have also
been addressed and Soft-SIC has been proposed in [13–15].
Other methods have been proposed to reduce the complexity of MPA. Zhang et al.
[16] has worked on Deterministic Message Passing Algorithm to reduce complexity
at the receiver whereas [17] has proposed expectation propagation algorithm. One of
promising ways to improve complexity of MPA has been proposed in [18] for which
complexity reduction is achieved by providing the initial values of Log-Likelihood Ratios
(LLR) from the output of Soft-SIC decoder. This initiation step helps MPA to converge
faster.
1.2 Contribution

In this paper, we propose a new model based on a SCMA transmitter and a LDPC
Decoder to reach low target BER. Several SCMA codebooks have been studied in our
state of art. The novelty of our work is to propose a joint channel coding based on
SCMA Nikopour codebook [3] scheme with LDPC decoder and to prove that Successive
Interference Cancellation is not necessary when Signal Interference Noise Ratio (SINR)
is greater than a threshold.
This threshold value based on power measurements is the criterion for choosing
between soft or hard SIC to reach target BER after LDPC decoder with lowest complexity. The reduction in complexity is achieved with HIC which either decodes the strongest
user by hard decoding or by soft decoding, it then does the interference cancellation and
sends initial values of LLR to Log-MPA to decode the remaining users. Thus overloading
is reduced which results in fewer number of iterations for message passing. In term of
complexity, both SCMA demodulation and channel decoder should be studied to define
the condition value to help HIC to choose between hard or soft SIC decoding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Sect. 2, after problem formulation, we
present SCMA and LDPC implementation for errorless multi-user detection approach.
In this Sect. 2, SCMA decoder is based on Signal Interference Cancellation. At the output, the reconstructed signals contain numerous errors and the target BER for each user
is not reached. The LDPC decoder is used to correct each user’s stream to reach the
target BER. Unfortunately, the more noisy is the received signal, higher is the number of
errors and complex is the decoding since numerous iterations are needed. To estimate
the number of iterations needed for the convergence of LDPC decoder in function of
the level of noise power, we present in Sect. 2 the density evolution tool. A mathematical
expression is given to compute the number of iteration.
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To reduce the complexity, we propose in Sect. 3 the concept of hybrid decoder HICMPA. In this section, we estimate the complexity of decoder architecture taking into
account both the level of Gaussian noise power and the received power of collapsed
signals to define mathematically a threshold value used for HIC-MPA decoder decision. Our contribution is to find a mathematical decision based on SCMA and LDPC
complexity according the received signals in noisy channel. Simulation results are discussed in Sect. 4 to compare performance in terms of BER. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Methods/experimental
2.1 System model and problem formulation

On the transmission side, the model is based on a LDPC-SCMA system [16] where J
j
users share K frequency layers (see Fig. 1). Let dmo |mo = 1, . . . , m the input data bits
j
of user j, for j = 1, . . . , J and bno |no = 1, . . . , n the output LDPC encoded data of user
j
j, with code rate efficiency R = m/n . Each encoded binary data bits bmo is grouped
to log2 (M) bits and a mapping is done as f : Blog2 (M) → χ , x = f (b) where χ ⊂ CK .
The K-dimensional complex codeword x is a sparse vector also named SCMA code
with N < K nonzero entries. The sparsity of SCMA code leads to sharing of each frequency layer among dJ users. In the sequel, dJ is the numbers of interference signal
per frequency layer k.
The efficiency of SCMA is defined by the overlapping factor  = KJ . Each SCMA
code is spreaded over N frequency layers over K, which results to dJ = J ∗N
K overlapped LDPC messages on each frequency layer.
Let F the mapping matrix (graph model) which represents the K*J resource allocations by a boolean parameter: if Fij = 1 then only user j transmits a codeword on the
resource frequency layer i.

Fig. 1 System SCMA [16]
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Since, each user has its own unique codebook, each codebook selection is dependJ ∗N
ing on incoming log2 (M) grouped data, there are M K possible combinations.
The SCMA encoder maps N dimensional constellation point to a K dimensional
codeword. The received signal after multiplexing can be expressed as
J

y=

j=1

diag(hj )xj + n

(1)

where xj = (x1j , . . . , xKj )T is the SCMA codeword of user j, hj = (h1j , . . . , hKj )T is the
channel model and n is a white additive noise modelled by a Gaussian complex random
variable with zero mean value and variance equal to N20 for each real and imaginary part.
NOMA allows multiple users to simultaneously transmit their signals on the same
frequency layer to a common receiver, resulting in signal overlapping in both time
and frequency domains. On the receiver side, the receiver estimates the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) and compares RSRP/RSSI measurements to a threshold value. These measurements define
whether MUD detection has to be done to all overlapping signals or hard detection
could be done for the stronger signal (and SIC for the others overlapping signals). The
output signals of SCMA decoder are then processed with LDPC decoder.
We suppose that J active mobile users simultaneously transmit messages to a base
station as illustrated in Fig. 2

2.2 SIC: multi‑user decoding using signal interference cancellation

Once optimal powers have been allocated to each user in Uplink NOMA system,
Eq. (1) becomes as

y=

J


j=1

pj |hj |xj + n

(2)

According to [19, 20] we assume that Channel State Information (CSI), which refers to
channel properties, is perfectly available at the transmitter side ( closed-loop from reference signal).

Fig. 2 Uplink J-Users
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Without loss of generality, we suppose the decoding is in order of decreasing
received power index, satisfying the following equation:

pJ |hJ |2 > pJ −1 |hJ −1 |2 > · · · > p1 |h1 |2

(3)

In literature, we can find the same decoding order [21]. SIC receiver aims at decoding
iteratively the strongest received signal. According to 2, the received signal depends on
the power of the transmitter with attenuation of the channel. In downlink direction, the
same channel coefficient is applied for each user, so ordering is only done by channel
attenuation but in Uplink direction, the received power depends both on channel coefficient and the transmitted power of each user.
The received signal on frequency layer k is the sum of overlapped SCMA blocks. SIC
aims at recovering the messages of user j, by successively substracting the received
th
, ..., dJth users interferences on frequency layer k according to:
signal y to dj+1

y−

dj −1
dJ

√
√
pi |hi |xi =
pi |hi |xi + n

i=j+1

(4)

i=1

Figure 3 gives a synoptic of the J-user SIC scheme.
According to Message Passing Algorithm, SIC decodes SCMA signal into 3 steps
[22, 23]:
Initialization At the first step, SIC assesses conditional probability taking into
account all messages of colliding users. As a result, for dJ interference signals per frequency layer:


j=dJ √
pj .hj .xk,j ||2
j=1
N0

||yk −

Pk (yk |xk,1 , xk,2 , . . . , xk,dJ , N0 ) = exp

(5)

where yk is a received symbol of the code y at the frequency layer k and xk,1 , . . . , xk,dJ
denote overlapped SCMA codes, hj is the channel coefficient of the user j. N0 is the noise
power density.
Iteration An SCMA codeword encodes log2 (M) LDPC bits. In each frequency layer
k called Lk , when dJ multi-users signals are transmitted, the probability of the receive
message mk,i for user i, called Ui (m) should be compared with M possible transmitted
messages of each interference user mk,1 to mk,dJ except mk,i . The marginal probability
is:

Fig. 3 J-user SIC receiver
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ILk −>Ui (m) =

M


m1 =1

···
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M


M


mi−1 =1 mi+1 =1

···

M


mdJ =1

(6)

Pk .IU1 (m)−>Lk IUi−1 (m)−>Lk IUi+1 (m)−>Lk IUdJ (m)−>Lk
Once Marginal probability is assessed, a belief message is passed from user i to frequency layer k.
Extrinsic estimation: Symbol of user Probability. At the last step, the final probability of symbol of each user is calculated from the probability of this specific symbol
estimated in the possible frequency layers, i.e. from the frequency layer k1 to the last
frequency layer kL , with card(k1 , . . . , kL ) = N , N is the number of nonzero entries of
SCMA code.

QLj =

l=k
L
l=k1

(7)

ILl −>Uj (m)

Max-Log Algorithm The previous algorithm suffers from complexity and latency. Jacobi’s
logarithm formula gives an easier estimation [24, 25]:

i=N

log
exp(fi ) ≈ max (f1 , f2 , . . . , fN )
(8)
i=1,...,N

i=1

Taking an advantage of Log operation, initialization is estimated according to the square
distance between the receive message yk and all the possible messages:


j=dJ
2
||yk −
j=1 xk,j ||
(9)
Pk (yk |xk,1 , xk,2 , . . . , xk,dJ , N0 ) =
N0
With Log operation, iterations for updating the resource nodes are estimated from addition instead of multiplication.
Nevertheless, SIC algorithm is also time consuming and complex. One way to
reduce complexity is to reduce the number of interference. Then noise and interference are seen as Gaussian noise (central limit theorem):
dJ −1
√
√
√
pJ |hJ |xJ +
pi |hi |xi + n = pJ |hJ |xJ + γk

(10)

i=1

dJ −1 √
pi |hi |xi + n is the equivalent noise for user- J ′ s decoding at frewhere γk = i=1
quency layer k.
In practical scenarios SIC faces error propagation. This is one of the main challenges, since there is always a probability that decoding error might occur and when
this error does occur, it is carried forward to remaining users while performing
interference cancellation. Another issue faced by conventional SIC is higher latency
due to cancellation process. According to Eqs. (3) and (4) user J is decoded first,
followed by decoding of user J − 1 thus user 1 is decoded at the end, which brings
higher latency to the system.
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2.3 Regular LDPC
j

Let dmo |mo = 1, . . . , m denotes the input LDPC encoder data bits of user j, for
j
j = 1, . . . , J and bno |no = 1, . . . , n the output LDPC encoded data.
j
The LDPC decoder aims at recovering dmo |mo = 1, . . . , m from noisy encoded data.
We denote Variable Node ( VNj ) the message information of the jth output bit and Check
Node (CN) the parity check involving dc bits.
• dc denotes the number of neighbours of a check node;
• dv denotes the number of neighbours of a variable node.
According to [30], decoding a LDPC code is performed with the Sum-Product Algorithm (SPA). SPA is also based on message passing between the CNs and VNs.
Initialization: For each VN (1 to n), a priori log probability LLR is calculated by the
decoder using the following equation:


P(yk |xk = 0)
LLR(VNk ) = log
(11)
P(yk |xk = 1)
With a perfect knowledge of the channel at the receiver and assuming Gaussian noise,
then

Lk = LLR(VNk ) =

2.yk
σ2

(12)

where σ 2 /2 is the variance of the noise.
Then Belief Propagation (BP) decoding exchanges messages between VN and CN and
messages are updated iteratively.
Iteration
CN proceeding: In this step each check node CNi computes messages to be sent to VNj
from its Ni variable node neighbours except VNj according to:

Li−>j =

Ni −j



k=1



sign(Lk−>i ) min . |Lk−>i |)
Ni −j

(13)

VN proceeding: In this step each variable node VNj computes messages to be sent to CNi
from it’s Ni variable node neighbours except VNj according to:

Lj−>i =

Nj −i


k=1

Lk−>j + Lj

(14)

where Ni is the check node neighbours of VNj except CNi

2.4 LDPC convergence: density evolution

Generally, BER expressions can not be expressed due to iterative MPA. To simplify
the analytical process, we consider Gaussian Approximation (GA): each VN ( Li−>j )
is modelled with the same Gaussian distribution function. Moreover, with memoryless output-symmetric channel assumption, the variance value is two times the mean
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value [26]. As a result, only the mean value or variance value of variable node needs to
be iteratively updated.


Let:  function : φ(x) = − ln tanh( x2 ) .
According to [31], since each VN has the same Probability Density Function, at loop
l the variance can be computed as:

µVN (l) = µ0 + (dv − 1) ∗ µCN (l − 1)

(15)

µCN (l) = �−1 (1 − (1 − �(µVN (l)))dc −1 )

(16)

Both the equations can be written with the help of a recurring function:


µCN (l + 1) = f µCN (l)

(17)

with:



f (x) = �−1 1 − (1 − �(µ0 + (dv − 1).x))dc −1

(18)

Let d = [d1 , d2 , . . . , dn ] an LDPC codeword with normalized power σd = 1 and let
y = d + n with an additive Gaussian noise and SNR the Signal to Noise power Ratio.
The limit f (xl ) = xl of Eq. (17) gives the lower bound of SNR = xl for which the LDPC
decoder is able to recover the transmitted codeword d without error after an infinite
iterations. The number of iterations to decode the signal successfully, depends on the
initial condition SNR = µ0.
In the sequel, the loop iteration (CN and VN proceeding) is done until a codeword
has been found or a maximum number of iterations has been reached.
The performance of LDPC can be defined according to Density Evolution (DE) tool.
In [27, 28], Density Evolution is performed to obtain the SNR threshold and GA is
performed to derive the BER expression. Then, error probability can be estimated
according to the following equation:
�

VN
µ (l)) 
Pe = 0.5.erfc
(19)
2
Richardson and et al. [27] estimated the limit value xl for which if µ0 ≥ xl then LDPC
always converge. Table 1 gives xl values for different LDPC configurations.
Even if LDPC converges, the number of iterations to successfully decode the signal
may be very large. Stopping the LDPC decoder at first iteration for example, leads
to numerous errors depending on SNR. Let Pe the target BER at the output of LDPC
decoder, the difference ǫ between the limit xl and the value µVN (l) at iteration l = Nǫ

Table 1 LDPC convergence limits for different values dv , dc
LDPC

(3, 6)

(16, 32)

(256, 512)

(64, 192)

(128, 512)

Limit value

0.868

0.616

0.602

0.488

0.454
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for which BER is achieved, allows to estimate a lower bound of iteration loop number
Nǫ of iterative LDPC decoding:

Nǫ ≥

ln



ln(ǫ)


x = µ0

df
dx

(20)

with ǫ = |xl − µVN (l)| and µVN (l) = 2.erfc−1 (2.Pe )2.
In the next section, we propose complexity model of the receiver.

3 Complexity model
The Hybrid Interference Cancellation (HIC) is composed of two parts: The first one
(Sect. 3.1) proceeds to decode each user signal from overlapped signal. Due to interference, each decoded signal has errors. To reduce BER, LDPC decoder (Sect. 3.2) is
used for each user signal.
The Sect. 3.1 presents the HIC decoding either with hard decoding (Sect. 3.1.1) or
SIC decoding (Sect. 3.1.2). In Sect. 3.1.3, we propose a complexity model.
After that, the LDPC decoder (Sect. 3.2) receives and estimates HIC signal for
user j and decodes it to estimate the best probability errorless transmitted signal
j
dmo |mo = 1, . . . , m.
The decoder scheme shows the complete process, where LDPC decoding is done for
each user at the output of Log-MPA decoder as presented of Fig. 4. Concerning the
complexity, Hard decoding is less complex compared to SIC decoding but the BER of
it is greater which yields to more iterations for LDPC decoder.

3.1 HIC decoding complexity

Hybrid Interference Cancellation model is a combination of hard and soft decoding.
If SINR is greater than a threshold, then the strongest signal is first hard decoding and
the remaining signals, ( dJ −1 users) are decoded with SIC decoder. If SINR is lower
than the threshold, then only SIC decoder is used to decode dJ users per frequency.
Firstly, whatever is the decoder (Soft or Hard), the euclidean distances Ŵ(k, m)
between the received signal at layer frequency k and all possible expected received
codewords (from 1 to m) is estimated (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 Joint HIC-Log MPA decoding
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Fig. 5 Joint HIC-Log MPA decoding

�k (y, m, h) =

|(yk −

√

pk,j hk,j xk,m,j )|2
2 × σeq

(21)

where k is the kth frequency layer, j is the jth user in the frequency layer which is
considered to be the strongest received signal, m the length of SCMA codeword and
 −1 √
σeq = Ji=1
pi |hi |2 + N0 with N0 is the power of white additive noise.
If channel is perfectly known, hard decoding process is easier and

Ŵk,m,h = |(yk −


pk,j hk,j xk,m,j )|2

(22)

3.1.1 Hard decoding

Hard decoding is based on Gaussian Approximation (GA) which consider users interference as a Gaussian noise. We suppose decreasing user channel index as Eq. (3).
To decode user J, Eq. (2) is considered as:

y=

√

pJ |hJ |xJ +

J −1


j=1

pj |hj |xj + n

(23)

√
The above equation can be written as y = pJ |hJ |xJ + I where I is the interference from
other users and noise.
On the basis of Eq. (21), LLR values are estimated only for the best received signal per
frequency layer.
The complexity of hard decoding for the stronger signals (log domain) is:
M∗K ∗3

(24)
When hard decoder is used, signal superposition of dJ − 1 users in each frequency layer
is left. The values of LLR for remaining dJ − 1 users are sent to SIC decoder.
3.1.2 Successive interference cancellation complexity model

SIC algorithm runs in 3 steps:
Initialization At each frequency layer, initialization aims at estimating error probabilities of the received signal for all possible messages xk,j of each interference users (dJ
interference users).
Assuming that both noise power and equalization are estimated, then for one layer
frequency, one user and for one M-uple message decoding, the log complexity is dJ + 1
additions and dJ + 2 multiplications.
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As a result, initialization complexity of SIC is estimated to:


M dJ ∗ dJ ∗ K ∗ 2dJ + 3
Iteration The Marginal probability is computed for each layer k, for each message mi
and for each user i. As a result, the log Marginal probability complexity of SIC system is
dJ ∗ M dJ +1 ∗ K + J ∗ M ∗ log2 (M) ∗ (2 ∗ M + 1) at each iteration.
Extrinsic estimation


The complexity of the extrinsic estimation is (2 + dJ )M + log2 (M) J .
As a result, the SIC complexity per symbol is:


 

M dJ ∗ dJ ∗ K ∗ 2dJ + 3 + (2 + dJ )M + log2 (M) J +


Niter dJ ∗ M dJ +1 ∗ K + J ∗ M ∗ log2 (M) ∗ (2 ∗ M + 1)

(25)

where Niter is the number of iterations of MPA message.
After that, the threshold stage is used to define if hard decoding can be used for the
strongest signal.
3.1.3 Threshold estimation

Based on these values of LLR, soft symbol x̂J is calculated for stronger user in each frequency layer. The complexity is estimated according to Eq. (24).
Once the best signal is decoded, the complexity of HIC-SCMA is similar to SIC decoder
(Eq. 25) with dJ − 1 users instead of dJ users, which results in a complexity reduction:


 

M ∗ K ∗ 3 + M dJ −1 ∗ (dJ − 1) ∗ K ∗ 2dJ + 1 + (1 + dJ )M + log2 (M) J


+ Niter (dJ − 1) ∗ M dJ ∗ K + J ∗ M ∗ log2 (M) ∗ (2 ∗ M + 1)

(26)

Let:

ϒk,m =

√
pk,m,J |hk,m,j |xk,m,J ∀ k = 1, . . . , K & m = 1, . . . , M

(27)

where J is the best received signal user.
According to Eqs. (21) and (22) , only SINR measurement is available to define a rule
between soft detection and hard detection. To find it out, we first compute euclidean distance between the estimated soft symbol and all possible outputs computed in Eq. (28):

Ŵk,m = |ϒk,m − x̂k,j |2 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K & m = 1, . . . , M

(28)

Equation (28) defines the Euclidean distance between the received signal y and all possible transmitted SCMA code (m = 1 to M) for only one user (the strongest received
signal). Among M possibilities, we suppose that the minimum Ŵk,m is the SINR of the
reconstructed signal: SINRdj = min(Ŵk,m )
For a target BER and a LDPC decoder, we define a threshold value Ŵ for which if the following inequalities are satisfied, then Hard decoding can be used for the strongest signal:

Ŵk,m  Ŵ

(29)
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After interference cancellation, the estimated signals are transmitted to LDPC decoder.
Equation (20) gives a lower bound of iteration loop Nǫ for which the LDPC decoder converges to the target probability error.
For a regular LDPC(3,6), whose efficiency is 1/2, Fig. 6 shows BER versus SNR when
several iterative processes are done. For example, to reach a target BER Pe = 10−10
for SNR = 4 dB then at least 6 iterations are needed.
If LPDC does not converge after Nǫ iterations, then the collapsed signal cannot be
estimated and BER increases with decreasing channel user index.
Let DK ,M the decision matrix. DK ,M is initialized as zero matrix and Value of Dk,m is set
to 1 for the points where Eq. (28) is satisfied. Values from decision matrix are used to decide
between hard estimation or soft estimation as presented in the following algorithm 1

Interference cancellation (IC) is performed at each time interval instead of waiting for
the whole input of user to be decoded for performing IC.
3.2 LDPC complexity

Concerning complexity, for a LDPC(m, n) the number of VN is n and the number of
CN is n − m. As a result, using Sum Product Algorithm (SPA), the complexity can be
approximated by [29]:
• Initialization 3n operations (multiplication and division)
• CN Update: (2dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) operations
• VN Update: dv .n operations
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Fig. 6 BER versus SNR for different iterations loop of a regular LDPC(3,6)

• Hard comparison: n operations
As a result, the LDPC complexity to decode one LDPC stream with target Pe is estimated by

(30)

4n + Nǫ .[2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n]
with Nǫ defined in Eq. (20).
3.3 Complete receiver complexity or Joint HIC‑LDPC complexity

On the receiver side, either SIC or HIC-MPA is first executed to separate each user. After
SCMA decoding, LDPC is used for each user stream to recover the transmitted signal.
Equation (25) gives the algorithm complexity for SIC decoding per symbol. Equation (26) gives the algorithm complexity for HIC-MPA decoding per symbol. As a result,
the difference of complexity between SIC and HIC-MPA per symbol is given by the following equation:

�HIC−MPA = M ∗ J − 3 ∗ M ∗ K
+ M dJ −1 ∗ (2dJ + 1) ∗ (dJ − 1) ∗ K ∗ [M ∗
+ Niter ∗ (dJ − 1) ∗ M

dJ

2dJ + 3
dJ
∗
− 1]
dJ − 1 2dJ + 1

(31)

dJ
∗ M − 1]
∗K ∗[
dJ − 1

Let Niter the number of iterations of SIC iterative decoding, M the codebook size, dJ the
degree of signal superposition in each frequency layer, K the number of frequency layers.
Even if complexity of HIC-MPA is lower than SIC, the LDPC decoder needs more
iterations to recover errorless signal (6). In the sequels, we aim at finding conditions for
which joint decoder is less complex than SIC decoding. The condition is based on SNR
and SINR power levels.
In the sequels, SNR refers to the global power of received overlapped SCMA codebook
over noise and SINR refers to the power of one SCMA block over noise.
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Let:
• Nǫ the number of iterations estimated at LDPC decoder to reach a target BER
according to Eq. (20),
Pk

k

• SNRk = NT0 where PTk is the cumulative power of each user at frequency layer k on
the receiver side and N0k is the noise power at frequency layer k.
We note that Pjk = αjk ∗ PTk , where αjk is the fraction of power for user j of the receiver at
frequency layer k.
For the sake of simplicity, the frequency layer reference k is not used in the
sequel. In case of dJ interference signals, without loss of generality, we suppose that
αdJ ≥ αdJ −1 ≥ · · · ≥ α1. The SIC algorithm aims at recovering each user information dj by successive iterative cancellation when received signal is considered to be
dJ
y = j=1
dj + n with n as a Gaussian noise and SNR = PNT0 defines the power of cumulative dJ received signals over the Gaussian noise power.
Let SINRdJ −j the SINR of resulting signal after dJ − (j + 1) cancellation :
dJ −(j+1)
dl + n .
y(j) = dJ −j + l=1

SINRdJ −j =

N0 +

PdJ −j
dJ −(j+1)
l=1

.Pl

(32)

With the following notation, Pj = αj ∗ PT , we can write

SINRdJ −j =

αdJ −j
dJ −(j+1)
αl
1/SNR + l=1

(33)

For j = 0 (strongest received signal decoding first):

SINRdJ =
Since

dJ

l=1 αj

1
SNR

+

αdJ
dJ −1
l=1

.αl

(34)

= 1 then the last equation can be written:

SINRdJ =

αdJ
1
SNR

+ 1 − αdJ

(35)

For a target BER Pe , the number of iterations Nǫ of LDPC is reached when
µVN (l) = 2.erfc−1 (2.Pe )2.
Our goal is to find a threshold value Ŵ for which if SINRdJ ≥ Ŵ then HIC-MPA decoding is used, otherwise SIC decoding is processed. According to Eqs. (20) and (30):
• The complexity of the LDPC decoder which follows the HIC-MPA decoder is
assessed by:



ln xl − 2.erfc−1 (2.Pe )2



.
4n +
df
x = SINRdJ
ln dx

[2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n]

(36)
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• The complexity of the LDPC decoder which follows the MUD decoder is assessed by:



ln xl − 2.erfc−1 (2.Pe )2
 .
 
4n +
df
x = SNR
ln dx

(37)

[2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n]
Since SINR depends on SNR (35), for a given target BER, i.e. Pe , for a given SNR and for
a choosen LDPC(n,m) decoder, the difference of LDPC complexity depends on the value
of αdJ :

�LDPC = [2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n].


Nǫ (SINRdJ ) − Nǫ (SNR)

(38)

With the target BER, we can write:

�LDPC =

�
�
[2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n].ln xl − 2.erfc−1 (2.Pe )2


1
1
 �� �
� − �� �
�
df
df
ln dx
ln dx
x = SINRdJ
x = SNR

(39)

Since LDPC complexity is greater for lower SNR, the SINR threshold gives a value for
which complexity of HIC-MPA and LDPC decoder is lower than complexity of MUD
and LDPC decoder.
dJ
xk + n be the received signal on receiver side.
Let y = k=1

• According to HIC-MPA algorithm, the first step proceeds to estimate the strongest
dJ −1
.xk + n.
signal xdJ from interference : y = xdJ . + I where I = k=1
• According to MUD, the successive cancellation leads to find each useful signal xk in
presence of noise n.

The global complexity is given by Eqs. (25), (26), (30). Equation (31) gives the difference
of complexity between MUD and HIC-MPA without LDPC. As a result, the complexity
of decoder HIC-MPA is lower than that of MUD if

�LDPC(dJ ,SNR,n,m) <

n
�HIC−MPA
log2 (M)

(40)

with n as the length of the LDPC codeword.
Either MUD or HIC-log MPA is executed according to SNR level compared to Ŵ
threshold. According to Eq. (29):
• if SINRdJ < Ŵ, classical MUD detection is done. The complexity of MUD is defined
by Eq. (25);
• if SINRdJ ≥ Ŵ, then Gaussian detection is done for user dJ and HIC-MPA is computed for other users. The complexity of MUD is defined by Eq. (26).
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Equation (40) gives the complexity comparison between MUD and HIC-MPA and the
limit of 40 allows to find the value of Ŵ for which MUD becomes more attractive compare to HIC-MPA.

4 Results and discussion
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that J = 6 users are sharing K = 4 frequency layers,
and dJ = 3 users overlapped per frequency layer as defined on Eq. (41).


0 1 1 0 1 0
 1 0 1 0 0 1
F =
(41)
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
Fi,j = 1 means that user i is transmitted its SCMA codeword on frequency layer j. The
length of the codeword is defined with M = 4.
Let y1 be the received signal at the first frequency layer. Then, according to Eq. (41):
y1 = x21 + x31 + x51 + n1
Let P 1,r be the received signal power on layer 1, and SNR1 be the SNR at layer frequency 1. We note:
SNR1 =

P21,r + P31,r + P51,r
P 1,r
=
N0
N0

(42)

Let:
• P21,r = α2 ∗ P 1,r,
• P31,r = α3 ∗ P 1,r,
• P51,r = α5 ∗ P 1,r
, respectively, be the received power of users 2, 3 and 5 at frequency layer 1.
User 5 is supposed to be the strongest received signal at frequency layer 1. Without loss of
generality, the same comparison and threshold are used for user 6 at the frequency layers 2
and 3 and for user 5 at frequency layer 4 according to Eq. (41).
For simulation, we choose a LDPC(256,512) and the following target BER Pe = 10−5. We
also supposed Rayleigh fading channel with additive Gaussian noise. The magnitude of h
has a Rayleigh probability distribution, i.e. two Gaussian random variables with mean zero
and equal variance. On the reception side, we assumed perfect knowledge of channel properties (perfect equalization). For simulation, we multiply the received signal with the conjugate of channel properties. We also suppose stationary of the channel in frequency domain
(only 4 sub-carriers are used) and in temporal domain (LDPC frame).
Ŵ estimation
4.1 

According to Eq. (20) and the convergence limit of LDPC (see Table 1), Fig. 7 shows how
many iterations are required for a LDPC decoder to reach a target BER. In this figure, the
target is equal to BER = 10−5 and Gaussian noise is added to one and only one LDPC codeword (black dotted line) y = d + n. This is the case after SIC decoding which cancels interference for each users.
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The red full line curve is a function approximation given the number of iterations of
LDPC decoder function according to SNR values:

Nǫ (SNRdB ) = 59, 46/(SNR1.75
dB )

(43)

When the decoder receives simultaneously dJ codewords with an additive gaussian
dJ
xk + n, the HIC-MPA algorithm aims at decoding only the strongest
noise: y = k=1
received signal. According to Gaussian Approximation, Eqs. (35) and (43) give an upper
bound of LDPC iterations convergence for user dJ with respect to Pe:

Nǫ (SINRdB ) = 59, 46/(SINR1.75
dB )

(44)

From Eq. (44), Fig. 8 shows that reduction in complexity at lower SINR needs a stronger
power user αdJ .
According to Eq. (20), the LDPC iteration Nǫ is computed from SINR when HICMPA decoding is used (Eq. 44) and from SNR (Eq. 43) when SIC decoding is used. From
LDPC side, for a target BER = 10−5 the difference of complexity is assessed by the following equation:

�LDPC(dJ ,SNR,n,m) =

�Nǫ .[2(dc − 1 + n.dv ).(n − m) + dv .n]

(45)

The threshold Ŵ is calculated from Eqs. (40) and (45).
Concerning HIC-MPA and SIC complexity, if Niter = 10, for a LDPC streams
(n = 512, M = 4 ), HIC-MPA needs 245,6576 operations whereas SIC needs 10773504
operations. So, difference of decoding between SIC and HIC-MPA is equal to
HIC−MPA = 8, 316, 928 operations.
According to Eqs. (40) and (45), the difference �Nǫ concerning the number of iterations behalf of LDPC decoder leads to the same complexity (for a target BER Pe = 10−5)
between HIC-MPA and SIC when �Nǫ = 16.

Fig. 7 Number of LDPC iteration to reach a target BER of 10−5 after MUD decoding
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SNR

That means that if Nǫ dB is the number of iterations of LDPC according to SNRdB
SINR
value (SIC decoding scheme) and Nǫ dB is the number of iterations of LDPC accordSINR
SNR
ing to SINRdB value (Hard decoding scheme). While Nǫ dB is lower than Nǫ dB + 16,
then HIC-MPA complexity with LDPC decoder complexity is lower than SIC complexity
with LDPC decoder complexity for a target BER of Pe = 10−5.
Figure 7 shows that, for BER = 10−5, the number of iterations for LDPC decoder drops
from 30 iterations to 9 iterations when SNR increases from 1.5 to 2.5 dB and from 20
iterations to 4 iterations for an increase in SNR from 2 to 5.5 dB.
On the receiver side, the RSRP measurement gives an estimation of SNR value and
RSSI measurement gives an estimation of SINR. For target BER Pe = 10−5 , Eqs. (43)
and (44) give an approximation of Nǫ . Since HIC-MPA complexity is lower to SIC
SINR
SNR
when Nǫ dB is lower than Nǫ dB + 16 , then �Nǫ on Eq. (45) should be lower than
16. From Eqs. (35) and (38), we compute the minimum value of αdJ to reach Nǫ . As an
example for SNR = 4 dB, NǫSNR = 5 (refers Fig. 7) and the minimum value α for which
NǫSINR ≤ 21, is achieved (according to Fig. 8) for αdJ ≥ 0.8. The exact value is assessed
from Eqs. (35) and (44) and we found αdJ = 0.8419 . From αdJ , one can easily compute
SINR level from Eq. (35).
Figure 10 is a conversion figure which gives the threshold value Ŵ to the function
of SNR (SNR allows to assess the SIC complexity) for a target BER Pe = 10−5 . The
threshold value is the limit of the inequality of Eq. (40) is satisfied.
As expected, Ŵ reach an asymptote for higher SNR. Indeed, according to Fig. 8, (for
only one user) when SNR ≤ 2.1 dB then Nǫ > 16 . When SNR is high, in case of mutiusers, the asymptote is given by Interference 10 ∗ log10 (1 − α) of the other users. The
limit value of α for Pe = 10−5 is given by the following equation:


59.46
1.75
10 ∗ log10 (1 − α) =
= 2.1173 dB
(46)
16

350
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alpha5=0.7
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Fig. 8 Number of LDPC iteration to reach a target BER of 10−5 for the strongest signal after HIC-MPA
decoding
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Power scale value of strongest signal
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Fig. 10 Ŵ value depends on SINR to have the same complexity between HIC-MPA and MUD when
SNR = 4 dB

The value of 2.11 dB is the asymptotic value of Fig. 10 and α = 0.6283 is the asymptotic
value of Fig. 9
The threshold value Ŵ impacts the complexity of demodulation process and we use
it to define the power allocation of the strongest user. In the transmission scheme, the
reception power of each user RSSI and the power of noise RSRP are used to compute
the threshold on the controller. Then the controller imposes the level power of each
user.

4.2 Complexity simulation

In the following, we compare the complexity simulation between
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• optimal value for x5 from a chosen SNR and Fig. 9
• non optimal value for x5 from a chosen SNR and a lower value for x5 compared to
Fig. 9
Moreover, for LDPC decoding we impose that maximum number of LDPC iterations
Nǫ,max is limited to 200.
User 5 is supposed to be the strongest received signal at frequency layer 1. Without
loss of generality, the same comparison and threshold are used for user 6 at the frequency layers 2 and 3 and for user 5 at frequency layer 4.
Let SINR15 the SINR of user 5 at layer frequency 1.
Since,

SINR15 =

P51,r

(47)

N0 + P21,r + P31,r

we can write:

SINR15 =

α5
α 2 + α3 +

(48)

1
SNR1

Interference cancellation leads to: y5 = y − x̂5 = x2 + x3 + n.
The resulting SINR13 for user 3 is now:

SINR13 =

P31,r
N0 + P21,r

=

α3
α2 +

1
SNR1

(49)

To further reduce complexity, we can assume that hard decoding should also be done for
x3 if SINR13 ≥ Ŵ.
The condition SINR13 ≥ Ŵ is reached if:


1
α3 ≥ Ŵ. α2 +
(50)
SNR1
To verify the both condition SINR15 ≥ Ŵ and SINR13 ≥ Ŵ, it’s necessary that:


1
α5 ≥ (1 + Ŵ).Ŵ. α2 +
SNR1

(51)

To sum up, if Eqs. (50) and 51 are met, then HIC-MPA is used for user 5 and user 3
decoding and since α2 = 1 − α3 − α5 then at the limit of equality :

α2 =

1 − Ŵ(Ŵ+2)
SNR
1 + Ŵ.(Ŵ + 2)

(52)

This equation suppose that:

SNR ≥ Ŵ(Ŵ + 2)

(53)

For example, if SNR = 10 dB, then Ŵ = 2.11 dB and αdJ = 0.8419. If this condition is
respected, than x5 can be recovered with a target BER Pe = 10−5.
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Then we compute α2 according to Eq. (52) for a given SNR and Ŵ.
As a result, α3 = 1 − α5 − α2. When SNR = 10 dB. Note that hard decoding condition
is not valid for user 3 since SINR3 ≤ Ŵ.
• α2 = 0.0646.
• α3 = 0.0935,
• α5 = 0.8419.
The following Fig. 11 compares the number of iterations for user’s 5 decoding process
between classical MUD decoding and HIC-MPA in function of SNR.
As expected, a difference of 2.1 dB between SNR and SINR allows to be more efficient
with HIC-MPA.
The following Fig. 12 shows the drop of complexity at low level of SNR between MUD
and HIC-MPA. The drops is given for 2.3 dB (1/SNR + 2.1 dB).
For non optimal values:
• α2 = 0.0646.
• α3 = 0.1935,
• α5 = 0.7419.
The value for α5 leads to Ŵ = 3.1, a non optimal value since optimal Ŵ is lower than 2.1
dB.
Figure 13 shows a difference of 4 dB on decoding process before Hard-decoding is
done for the strongest received signal.
In terms of complexity, the decoder complexity drops when the RSSI of the strongest signal is greater than 4.8 dB (Fig. 14).
4.3 BER results

We suppose 6 users sharing 4 frequency layers. Mapping frequency of users are
defined according to Fig. 1. We still suppose that users 5 and users 6 are the strongest
received signal in respective frequency layer, i.e. for frequency layer 2 and 3, user 6
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Fig. 11 LDPC complexity after interference cancellation versus SNR for optimal Ŵ = 2.1dB
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Fig. 12 LDPC complexity after interference cancellation versus SNR for optimal Ŵ = 2.1dB
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Fig. 13 Comparison of HIC-MPA and MUD in terms of complexity for Ŵ = 3.1 dB

is the strongest one and for frequency layer 1 and 4, user 5 is the strongest one. As a
result, we assumed that Eq. (3) holds for user 5 and 6 when SNR is greater that Ŵ.
In this section we suppose that Ŵ = 2.1 dB. The results are compared in terms of
BER for MPA decoding and proposed joint HIC-Log MPA decoding in Fig. 15. The
encoded signal has 512 bits (256 symbols), the code rate for LDPC used in the simulation is R = 0.5 and the maximum number of iterations of LDPC is 200.
It can be seen from simulation results that for the strongest user in each frequency
layer or the last user, i.e. user 5 in frequency layer 1 and frequency layer 4 and user 6 in
frequency layer 2 and frequency layer 3 have same performance in terms of BER.
For the remaining users in each frequency layer, we perform Log-MPA in our proposed technique and it can be seen that results for these users are comparable in terms
of BER with MUD decoding. The gain in terms of complexity as discussed in previous
section shadows this slight degradation in performance in terms of BER.
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Fig. 14 LDPC complexity to reach BER = 10−5 for non optimal Ŵ = 3.1dB
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Fig. 15 The BER performance with HIC-MPA and Log MPA

This slight degradation in terms of BER is due to the fact the strongest users, i.e. user 5
and user 6 have been decoded with few errors that have propagated while doing interference cancellation. We observe no error at the last stage of our decoding process for user
5 and user 6 because that error has been corrected by LDPC decoder.
In our proposed technique, interference cancellation is being done at each instant,
rather than estimating symbol at each instant for complete SCMA signal then performing LDPC decoding for this signal and then doing interference cancellation. Our proposed technique brings the latency reduction to the system.
As expected in Fig. 15, when SNR = 8 dB, LDPC decoder is efficient to recover the
strongest signal.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, a complexity iterative uplink SCMA receiver is proposed based on Hybrid
Interference Cancellation (HIC) jointly with Log-MPA.
To avoid errors propagation, LDPC decoder is used for the J users. LDPC decoder has
good correction properties even in presence of noise. The GA and DE allow us to estimate the capacity of detection and the number of iterative message passing loop to find
the transmitted signal without error.
Unfortunately, iterations increases latency as well as complexity. In this paper, we show
that hard decoding for the first user and HIC-MPA decoder decrease complexity compared to MPA but only for high SNR.
SNR is defined as the total power of the three users divided by the noise. As a result,
high power is easily reach since it is the addition of three transmitted signal.
In this paper, a tool is proposed to find the optimal values for each user which aims at
reducing the global complexity for a target BER with Nikopour codebook. Nevertheless,
whatever the choice of SCMA codebook, the MPA is used to split user signal from the
received signal. Using uniquely decomposable constellation group UDCG [4] or Golden
Angle Modulation [5] will lead to different target BER compared to our article and also
to different target BER between users. As a result, based on our article, similar studies
could be done for each SCMA codebook
If target BER is equal to Pe = 10−5, then Fig. 10 gives the optimal values for the strongest user.
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